FAQ’S

Does Cutwater require a significant amount of training? No, Cutwater user orientation can take less than an hour, using training videos online. Cutwater’s easy-to-use product is a practical way to roll out a solution for inventory analysis. Cutwater software is entirely Microsoft-based and integrated with Microsoft Excel.

How many users across our organization will have access to Cutwater? Cutwater is licensed for your entire Business Unit. Clients have more than 50 users on the software.

Does it take long to install Cutwater? The installation of Cutwater generally takes only a few hours. The software can start making a difference in your inventory management the next day.

With what ERP systems is Cutwater integrated? Epicor P21, Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, Navision and AX.

Does Cutwater require special or additional hardware? No, we can install the software on most networked servers, saving both time and money.

Does Cutwater require technical maintenance? No, new clients and products are automatically included in reporting. Cutwater gives users a reliable way to analyze data without calling on IT resources for assistance or maintenance.
Cutwater AIM Helps Manage a Valuable Resource Called INVENTORY

In a perfect world, a retailer or distributor would be able to profitably sell products without ever having to house or manage them, thereby optimizing return on investment without having to tie up their cash.

In the real world, the cost of the product themselves, the loss of working cash and the ongoing holding cost are just a few ways surplus inventory can eat away at bottom-line profits. While it may be tempting to put off confronting inventory challenges, Cutwater Advanced Inventory Management (AIM) software can provide significant benefits immediately. Cutwater provides a pre-configured and affordable reporting data analysis product for wholesale distributors. This proven software tool provides:

- **IMMEDIATE PROVEN RESULTS**: Cutwater AIM has been installed in Microsoft Dynamics, Great Plains, Navision, SL, AX and Epicor Prophet 21 environments in only a few hours and requires very little training. Results can be seen as soon as the next day.

- **SERVICE-ORIENTED SOLUTION**: Cutwater subscriptions provide for unlimited users across an organization. All Cutwater AIM upgrades and product enhancements are also applied at no cost.

- **EASY TO USE**: Cutwater AIM is a Microsoft-based solution with an Excel look and feel that automatically generates reports, saving you time and effort. Equally important, our software provides management and users the information required with only a few clicks.

Business users benefit from a tool that provides timely, accurate data from operations without having to learn a complex report writer or cumbersome software interface freeing up Information Technology (IT) professionals from time consuming report and data requests.

Cutwater AIM Standard Report Categories for MS Dynamics and Prophet 21 allows users to quickly gain insight into the cost and efficiency of current stocks while also reporting highlight inventory – in units and dollars – which are moving slowly or have not been moving at all. Reports also track, analyze and monitor order history as well as purchasing trends across vendors and product groups. The ability to “drill down” and filter reports on your significant items allows you to separate the “vital few” from the “trivial many”.

**CUTWATER CUSTOMERS HAVE SAID…**

“You can’t manage what you don’t measure, and Cutwater provides us with the ability to measure all aspects of our business.”

“It’s the first time I’ve used a product that immediately – with one mouse click – helped us run more profitably.”

“In a sales and services environment, time is money. We were very pleased to see how quickly Cutwater AIM could be up and running and making a contribution to our business. The time to learn the software was amazingly fast.”

“Because Cutwater AIM is preconfigured, installation was a matter of hours and required no effort on our part. I simply opened the software and started reporting on my data.”

“We’re looking at our data in ways that help us see trends we may not have picked up with a standard report writer.”

For more information visit us at www.cutwatersolutions.com